WHAT WE DO

**GRINDING**
High-precision tolerance grinding capability in both centerless and between centers grinding, coupled with automation, allow critical components to be processed with ultimate precision and speed.

**TURNING**
Full automation incorporating multi-spindle, multi-turret capability, along with live tooling, allows Tecton to produce precision components in a single operation, maximizing efficiency 24/7.

**MACHINING**
By incorporating multi-pallet machining centers with 5 axis capability, Tecton allows zero time changeover to maximize productivity and increase uptime.

“
It is every Tecton team member’s role to ensure maximum quality on every part, every time, meeting and exceeding our customers’ expectations.
”

“We provide TIMELY, INNOVATIVE MACHINING SOLUTIONS through expertise and technology to deliver confidence within your product.”

OUR DEFINITION OF QUALITY

38+ YEARS IN SERVICE

1,055+ CUMULATIVE YEARS OF MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE

21+ AVG. YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

We enjoy the challenge of complex parts others have failed to create. We are a leader in producing high quality, tight tolerance component parts from round stock, shaped stock, cast and forged materials serving a wide range of industries for our customers around the globe.

TECTON INDUSTRIES, INC.
SPENCER, IA, USA
PHONE: (712) 262-4116
EMAIL: SALES@TECTONIND.COM